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 Dear Readers,
 
 March already? Where does 
the time go! This school year is almost 
done at this point. Graduates are tak-
ing their “Senior Portraits” and the 
rest of us are preparing for our own 
last years here. 
 For everyone getting ready 
to go away to some warm Carribean 
island in the next few weeks, I hope 
you know, we all ENVY you and wish 
we WERE you. 
 For the people NOT going 
away for spring break, I hope you 
enjoy your time off to the best of your 
ability.  Live it up with the art of doing 

nothing, because doing nothing could sometimes be a beautiful thing.ww

Sincerely,
Christina Morgera “Chrissy Mo”

Editor-in-Chief
The Bottom Line 



A CHANGING GENERATION
 know it must be very difficult to picture, 
but imagine a world where we had no 
Twitter, Instagram or Facebook - shock-
ing I know but it was called the 90s. Our 
world has drastically changed since our 
childhood for the better and not so good. 
 Growing up all we cared about was one 
day becoming a grown up, playing with 
friends, and counting down the days till 

school was done and summer began – well, we still do 
that. Even though, technology a decade ago was not as 
advanced as it is today, we all still managed somehow.

Facebook is a great avenue for people to networking 
and sometimes connecting with old friends, but we can 
easily overuse this opportunity. It has become a habit 
for some to check it all the time. Then there’s Twitter, 
again good for networking, but people can easily cross 
the line by having to ‘tweet’ about everything. Now 
we have Instagram, where we can see what our friend 
and others are literally doing everyday in their lives. 
 Don’t get me wrong the Internet is a necessity, 
we need it for communication. To speak to family, 
professors, bosses, etc. Facebook, Twitter and Insta-
gram are all great, but why do we abuse it so much? 
For example, when we are in a long class or waiting 
for a teacher, some of us ignore our classmates and we 
use our phone to check every single social network as 
a means of entertainment. When did we stop commu-
nicating in a room full of people? 
 We have grown alongside the advancing Inter-
net so much so that we are dependent upon it. When 
we watch old movies, shows or even reminisce on our 

childhood, we consider a moment 
without technology as archaic 
and unbelievable. In the past, our 
elderly would walk over ring the 
doorbell if anyone wanted to hang-
out with each other.  It was it’s 
hard to imagine people used to do 
that. During their time, there was 
less crime. People felt safe instead 
paranoid about their safety. Now 
depending on the friend we text, 
call, or tweet before we undergo 
the strenuous activity of manually seeking each other 
out. 
 Our phones are a necessity for everyday life. 
We need them to inform others of our location and to 
communicate, obviously. We have to learn to be a little 
less dependent on our social networking sometimes 
and learn to live in the moment. Live each day – don’t 
respond immediately to a Facebook invite for a party 
that’s at the end of the week and just think about it. 
These social networks will not go anywhere. Instead 
of paying attention to that little electronic world all of 
the time, remember that there is a whole world before 
us.

By: Nicole Ramlogan

I
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By: Angela Alfano

ou two just look so 
happy!” Could this really 
be the truth? Are people 
really concerned with how 
happy couples may ap-
pear to be, or is it the color 
differences between them? 
Even those who claim to 

be perfectly accepting of interracial couples are guilty 
of staring- negatively or not. Has society really be-
come more “tolerable” of interracial couples? 
 Martin Luther King JR stated in his infamous 
speech, “I have a dream that one day… little black 
boys and black girls will be able to join hands with 
little white boys and white girls and walk together 
as sisters and brothers.” In 1963, this idea may have 
seemed like an impossible wish that would never 
come true. 
 The movie “A Bronx Tale,” is set in a pre-
dominately white area during the 1960’s. It follows 
the main character, “C,” a white male interested in 
dating a black female named Danielle. When “C” 

tried to ask for his father’s opinion on the interracial 
matter, his full blooded Italian father scoffed at the 
idea. C’s group of friends was not exactly open to the 
idea of interracial dating either. Since they were the 
rough kids of the community, they had an ongoing war 
against a group of black guys that progressed through-
out the film. When a bus filled with black students 

would pass, the young white boys would chase after it 
throwing rocks. Or when a few young black boys rode 
through the white side of town on their bikes, they 
would risk their lives because of their presence.
 

   
     

    
  
 Ironically, Sammy Davis Jr., a black singer, 
married Swedish-born actress May Britt in 1960 de-
spite the fact that interracial marriages were forbidden 
by law in 31 American states. There was one notable 
occasion where celebrities were being introduced at 
an electoral event and a large group of predominately 
white southern delegates booed Davis. The next day, 
The New York Times headlines read “Delegates Boo 
Negro.” During their marriage, the couple received 
hate mail and often fell victim to vicious slurs as well 
as crude jokes.
 Whereas today, in 2013, society has opened 
its eyes a bit wider and interracial couples are in fact 
more common and often welcomed with open arms. 
LIU Post students have very strong opinions toward 
the topic of interracial couples.
 

“Y
INTERRACIAL COUPLES

Sammy Davis Jr and his wife,  May Britt (1960)
 Photo from HistoricalCouples.com

Continued on next page...

Sorry for Staring!
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 Whereas today, in 2013, society has opened 
its eyes a bit wider and interracial couples are in fact 
more common and often welcomed with open arms. 
LIU Post students have very strong opinions toward 
the topic of interracial couples.   

  Freshman and theatre major at LIU, Amanda 
Einemann shares her honest and refreshing opinion 
on the subject. Einemann feels that interracial couples 
are beautiful in the fact that two completely different 
people can come together and despite all of their dif-
ferences, find common ground and fall in love. Eine-
mann goes on to say how the joining of two cultures 
can lead to beautiful experiences. “Even though we 
have come very far from how our views once were, 
[interracial] couples still have disapproving people in 
their life and obstacles to overcome. And if they can 
get over all of that and still love each other, it’s a beau-
tiful thing,” says Amanda Einemann. 

 Society will never be perfect. This is simply a 
fact. However, compared to just 50 years prior to to-
day, minds have been drastically altered for the better. 
Although this generation may never see the day where 
every single being is accepted flaws and all, every day 
we move one step closer. 
In the United States, the land of the free, it was once 
legal to own slaves. In the United States it was ille-
gal for blacks to mingle with whites, let alone marry 
one another. The beauty of America is that we always 
overcome horrific traits. The tides turned when slavery 
became illegal and interracial mingling and marriage 
were legalized. 
 In time, the ideas of the narrow minded 
people too shall pass; and the world can very 
well become color blind. Biologically, there is no 
difference between the races, so why should skin color 
even be a considering factor? Interracial couples are 
just as Amanda Einemann said. They are beautiful in 
that they prove that it is in fact possible for different 
races to love each other. It is a subtle reminder of how 
even the two most different people can come together 
to find love and happiness in life despite outside forces 
discouraging everything the stand for.

Mariah Carey and Nick Cannon/  Photo By: intend.com

Tamera Mowry And Adam Housley/ Photo: MediaOveride.com
Post Bottom Line names Audrey Del Prete (Senior) and Samuel 
Tenadu III (Gradute Student), “Interracial Couple of The Year.”
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DRUNKOREXIA DIETTHE

 College girls are dying for a 
drink, literally. Young women are en-
grossed with the anxieties of heavy 
drinking throughout their college careers, 
along with the pressures of staying thin. 
These pressures are resulting in a danger-
ous combination of eating disorders and 
binge drinking. This deadly combination 
has been dubbed the name “Drunkore-
xia.” Although, it is not a medical term, 
it refers to women sacrificing food intake 
in order to leave more room for alcohol 
consumption and the calories that escort 
it. 
 Statistics show that 30 percent 
of women with alcohol problems also 
have some form of an eating disorder 
such as anorexia and bulimia. Drunk-
orexia branches from an obsession with 
weight and an aspiration to be as thin as 
possible. Women fast in the daytime to 
decrease their calorie intake. This is their 
logic. Drinking on empty stomach al-
lows alcohol to enter the body at a much 
faster rate. Food slows the absorption of 
alcohol in the body, preventing someone 
from getting drunk faster. By eliminat-
ing the food, a person will become drunk 
much faster without having to consume a 
large amount of calories. 
 Many students like Sophomore 
Journalism major Rebecca Martelotti are 
in agreement that “drunkorexia” is a seri-
ous health issue. Martelotti believes “it’s 
a problem because it’s unhealthy physi-
cally and mentally, but girls are always 
under a constant pressure to look thin so 
it makes sense that many would want to 
avoid as many calories as possible.”
 While the restriction of calories 
can limit the necessary nutrition the body 
gets, and binge drinking can be danger-
ous, the combination of the two can 
cause long-term problems. This danger-
ous activity negatively impacts cognitive 
functioning, resulting in problems with 

studying, making decisions and concen-
trating. Those who struggle with drunk-
orexia can also put themselves at higher 
risk for injury, unsafe sexual decisions 
and substance abuse. Women are exclu-
sively susceptible because their process 
for metabolizing alcohol is different from 
that of men. Most women will suffer en-
counter the long term effects earlier than 
men.

 Junior Journalism major Chris-
tian Arnold thinks that ‘drunkorexia’ is 
a serious problem among young women 
because you could make yourself really 
sick by doing that. 
 “It’s stupid and if a girl actu-
ally does that than I truly questions her 
intelligence. I just don’t see the need to 
get that drunk that you starve yourself.... 
Health wise it just isn’t something people 
should do and I wouldn’t be surprised 
if it was happening on campus, though 
I don’t actually know anyone who does 
it,” said Arnold. 
 When a person is intoxicated with 
alcohol, whether they are a heavy drinker 
or not, their minds are being altered 
during that time frame. People are not 
able to comprehend situations and make 
logical decisions. Thus subjecting them-
selves to regrettable...

By: Gabriella Ianiro Starving for a Drink

Continued on page 13...

DRUNKOREXIA 
(noun): 

A term coined to refer 
to condition of binge 
drinking combined with 
the typical self-im-
posed starvation seen 
with anorexia nervosa.



...and irreversible situations such as drunk driving, 
rape, getting arrested, and even death. Then, add the 
lack of nutrition to the body, thereby further decreas-
ing your declining alertness and increasing the likeli-

hood of a negative scenario.
 Junior Journalism major David Otero “To be 
honest I didn’t know that people were doing this...I 
haven’t noticed it at all on campus, though I feel if 
someone did do this they would make sure no one 
found out...I think it’s terrible that people would 
want to get drunk in a faster way and put themselves 
through something like this.”
 Junior Broadcasting major Vaughn Allen 
believes this problem will further spiral out of control 
leading to extreme eating disorders and alcohol abuse 
problems. “I think it’s a problem because women are 
facing serious health risk such as liver damage and 
drunkorexia is causing them to have mental and psy-
chical damage as well,” said Vauhgn. 
 Drunkorexia is a serious concoction of 
binge drinking and an eating disorder. Young 
women across the country are falling into this 
deadly trend. There is a huge pressure among 
college-aged women to stay thin and keep 
up with the heavy drinking associated with 
college life. 

“Drunkorexia” Continued...

Photo by: Chistina Morgera

buddhasai.com
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on’t mind me for 
stealing a line Be-
yonce’s song, “Up-
grade U.”  “How 
u gon’ upgrade 
me? What’s higher 
than number one?”    
Well, I’ll tell you 

how you can upgrade me. Give me power, 
electricity and lights during the grandest 
stage in all of sports.
  The odd and foreign nature of a 34 
minute blackout during the Super Bowl 
was a turn off to members of the audience 
watching the game. And rightfully so. It 
was an embarrassment to the NFL. But 
I’ll tell you what was a turn on and not an 
embarrassment to the NFL: Beyoncé. 
 Of course, when I say Super Bowl, 
you also think commercials! There were a couple 
good ones here and there, but I wanted more! There 
was an estimated 111.3 million viewers for the biggest 
matchup of the season. The biggest story from Super 
Bowl XLVII was that for more than a half-hour (or 6-7 
Beyoncé songs…) nothing was happening on the field. 
Nothing was exciting. Players were stretching and 
pretty much, just, hanging out. During this nightmare 
of a situation for the public relations department of the 
NFL, no one properly knew how to handle this situ-
ation. There’s no handbook to flip to on how to deal 
with loss of power during the Super Bowl! 
 Hey, maybe it’s just me, but I’d rather not have 
a delay mid-game. Whether people want to admit 
it, I also think the stoppage of play had a tremen-
dous impact on the two teams actually playing in the 
game. The Baltimore Ravens put a ring on it! Okay, 
that was a poor attempt at a Beyoncé play on words. 
But the Ravens edged out a victory 34-31 against the 
San Francisco 49ers. After declaring himself an elite 
quarterback heading into the season, Ravens’ quarter-
back Joe Flacco walked the walk and took home MVP 
honors after his sparkling performance. He completed 
22 of his 33 passes for 287 yards. He also threw three 

touchdowns without throwing an interception. The 
game seemed out of hand when the Ravens went into 
halftime leading 21-6. When play resumed in the 
second half (still before the power outage), Ravens’ 
wide receiver Jacoby Jones returned the kickoff 108 
yards for a touchdown to propel the Ravens to a 28-6 
advantage. 
 But then…it happened! The blackout. The last 
thing in the world the Ravens needed was the game 
stopping for any reason. The Niners did not appear to 
be ready for the game and were simply being out-
played in every facet of the game. BUT, after the 34 
minute delay, the Niners made things interesting. The 
Niners’ offense awoke and found a rhythm. Early in 
the fourth quarter, it was a one possession game as 
the Ravens led 31-23. With just under 10 minutes left 
to play in the contest, Kaepernick raced his way to a 
15 yard touchdown to pull within two points of the 
Ravens. On the two point conversion try, there was an 
incomplete pass, leaving the Ravens with only a 31-29 
advantage. Down 34-29 with a couple minutes left in 
their season, the Niners had one last chance to win the 
game. However, Ray Lewis and the Ravens stepped up 
on a goal-to-go stand to wrap up the Super Bowl win.

By: David Otero

D
B E Y O N C Eb ow l
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Lewis, the 17-year veteran who has spent his whole 
career with the Ravens, already declared that this was 
his final season, so he will leave the game of football 
as a champion. 
 The unexpected break in the action disrupted 
the flow of everything. The Ravens were flustered, 
people making food at home did not expect an extra 
30+ minutes of people staying at their house demand-
ing something to eat, and this led to more commer-
cials. Which, I guess, isn’t necessarily a bad thing be-
cause it’s the Super Bowl. Companies such as Doritos, 
Coors, Budweiser, and Go Daddy among others year 
after year seem to step their game up when it comes to 
commercials. Whether these big companies actually 
are successful in their ads on this day is another ques-
tion, but entertainment is non-stop during the Super 
Bowl. 
 My personal favorite was the Budweiser com-
mercial that was about the story of the Clydesdale 
and his owner. I’ve seen the clip of this horse at least 
twenty times since the Super Bowl, and every time I 
see it, I still get a little emotional…it’s great! C’mon, 
admit it! It was a solid, all-around commercial from 
beginning to end. It captivates you. You feel sad, then 
the horse spots his owner just as he’s about to leave, 
and the owner hugs his horse. Beautiful. 
 The other commercial that sticks out to me was 
Go Daddy featuring model Bar Refaeli. For those of 

  

you who don’t know, Refaeli was the cover model of 
the 2009 Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue and was 
voted #1 on Maxim Magazine’s Hot 100 list of 2012. 
So, in this commercial she kisses (and I when I say 
“kisses,” I mean “loudly sucks the face of”) actor 
Jesse Heiman who is playing a nerd. Whether you 
enjoyed the commercial or not, if you saw it, you ab-
solutely remember it. By the way, apparently the scene 
took 45 takes. Props to Mr. Heiman. It’s not every day 
you get to smooch with Bar Refaeli! He made it count! 

 Overall, I thought the Super Bowl is excit-
ing. It started off slow, but definitely picked up once 
Beyoncé gave her sizzling performance during the 
halftime show. She made the event as a whole far bet-
ter than it could have been without her presence. She 
was easily the best performer during the Super Bowl 
in recent memory. The loss of lights was deflating, but 
what Beyoncé did on stage words can’t properly de-
scribe. Simply put, she canceled out the fact that there 
was NOTHING happening for 34 minutes on one of 
the most televised programs in the world!

PHOTOS FROM GLOBALGRIND.COM
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If you SAW something...
magine you are on a crowded train. 
All of a sudden, an elderly man falls, 
clutches his hand to his chest, and 
yells for help. In that moment, what 
would you do?  
 Most people like to believe that they 
would do something to help the man. 
Though, according to the Bystander 

Effect, it is highly probable that you will not aide 
one in apparent need. 

 An alternate term for the Bystander Effect 
is the Genovese Snydrome, whose namesake stems 
from the tragic death of Kitty Genovese. Her notoriety 
begins on the day of her death. In the early morning of 
March 13, 1964, Kitty Genovese was walking home 
alone from her job. Upon reaching her apartment 

building, a man appeared behind her and 
stabbed her in the back twice. Genovese 
screamed for somebody to help, alerting her 
entire apartment building of dire situation. 
The only response she received by those who 
could have saved her was to tell her to stop 
yelling. 

 None of the 38 people living in that apartment 
building did anything to save Genovese. According to 
newspapers like the New York Times, each resident 
believed that they were not responsible for helping 
her. Their passivity led to her death. Genovese’s last 
night alive ended with multiple stabbings, rape, and... 

By: Megan Draghi

March 1964, Kitty Genovese (left) and her murder 
(right).  Photo: Wikimedia.org

I
THE BYSTANDER EFFECT    

“refers to a phenomenon in which the 
greater the number of people present, the 
less likely a person is to help a person in 

distress.” -psychology.com 

graphicnovel.zachwhalen.net



...would you SAY something?

Host, John Quiñones, of “What Would You Do?” 

...robbery of a mere $49.
 Why is it that nobody helped her? The victim 
was aggressive in her attempts to get assistance. The 
witnesses to Genovese’s murder are examples of the 
Bystander Effect. Sources say her neighbors did not 
feel obligated to help. 

 This epidemic is so common that in 2008, the 
television show, “What Would You Do?” was created 
to capture how many people would adhere to the By-
stander Effect. Their reactions are recorded by hidden 
cameras. TV Guide describes it as show that “sets up 
elaborate realistic scenarios with actors testing real 
controversial subjects to see what ordinary people 
would do when pushed to act, or if they’d act at all.” It 
currently airs Fridays at 9 pm on ABC. 

 One episode stages an artificial baby locked 
alone in the car. The bystanders are under the impres-
sion that cries that they hear are from a real child. The 
show tries to see whether or not people will do some-
thing to help the baby. In response, some continued to 
walk, and others attempted to get help by calling 911.

 Would LIU Post students do some-
thing if witnessing an individual in trouble?
Students at LIU Post had much to say on the topic, 
especially whether or not they believe that they could 
be affected by the Bystander Effect. Every student 
interviewed believes that they would help someone in 
need.        

    
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

  
 Julia Hogan, a freshman Early Childhood Edu-
cation major, said, “I’m not sure if I would be affected 
or not. I believe that I wouldn’t be affected and I 
definitely would help, but you never really know until 
you’re in that situation.” Abigal Brosnan, a freshman 
Journalism major said, “Thank goodness I’ve never 
been in a situation where I had to find out whether or 
not I’m part of the Bystander Effect, but I think that I 
most likely would help someone out.”
 What if you are not the one who must do 
something, instead, you are the person who is going 
through a troubling scenario? How would you get 
help? 
 If you are ever in a terrible situation, There are 
ways that people can lower the chances of the By-
stander Effect and actually get help. Like Genovese, 
point out the situation. This shows people that there is 
an actual crisis occurring, rather than somebody just 
wanting attention. This understanding will encourage 
people to help.
 Another way to get help is to single out one 
person in a crowd. A person who is singled out will 
more likely feel that it is their obligation to help you to 
safety.

The question for LIU Post students is simple: 

“If you saw something, will you 
actually say something?”

Scene from an Episode of ABC’s series “What Would You 
Do?” where a baby is left in a car on a hot day, while 
people look in to observe.
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Black History Month 2013
How Far Have We Come?

By; Khadija Greenidge

lack History Month is a national 
observation for the African 
American culture and has 
brought pride to many.  This na-
tional recognition began in 1926 
as “Negro History Week” and 
was introduced by Dr. Carter G. 
Woodson.  Woodson planned 
for Negro History Week to be 
the second week of February 

in honor of two major influences in Black History’s 
birthdays; Abolitionists Frederick Douglass and Presi-
dent Abraham Lincoln. Douglass was born a slave so 
his birthday was not recorded in history. In 1976, the 
federal government expanded the week to a month. 
Black History Month celebrates not only the people 
that have struggled but also those who influenced 
the world as it is today. From 1926 to 2013, African 
Americans have left their marks all throughout the 
world.  
 One of the most controversial African Ameri-
cans is Martin Luther King Jr.  His speech “I Have a 
Dream” is known by people of all races and ages for 
the inspirational statements and everlasting effects on 
the world. Dr. King said in his speech “I have a dream 
that my four children will one day live in a nation 
where they will not be judged by the color of their 
skin but by the content of their character.”  His dream 
became a partial reality for the entire world and today 
we recognize Dr. King as a true representation of a 
great African American. 
 How far have we come? African Americans 
have excelled over the course of these eighty seven 
years of acknowledgment. Black people have been 
given larger roles in films, dominated music charts, 
obtained Olympic gold medals and most importantly 
took over the White House.  Of course with Barack 
Obama as president, one may think that there is noth-
ing more for African Americans to achieve, but limits 
do not exist. With a rich heritage and desire to con-
tinue to leave an imprint, African Americans will not 
cease to contribute to the ever-changing world.  
 Although, African Americans  have become 
familiar with success, there is a continued struggle that 

still reaches the African American life.
 “One hundred years later, the Negro lives on 
a lonely island of poverty in the midst of a vast ocean 
of material prosperity. One hundred years later, the 
Negro is still languishing in the corners of American 
society and finds himself an exile in his own land.” 
Dr. King focused on how the treatment of Blacks was 
unfair in the 1960s, but even today in 2013 there is 
still a struggle of equality.  Statistics show that: 

1) The middle class White family earns almost   
18% more than the middle class Black family. 

2) About 72% of the middle class White families, own 
their home, while only about 46% of the middle class 
Black families owns their homes..

3) Some companies hire mostly White people. An 
example is Microsoft. In the 2000, there were 20,000 
White people working for Microsoft versus the low 
544 Black people on staff. 

4) Racial discrimination is a serious problem in the 
Judicial System. About 98% of the Judges are White. 
Black men are 8 times more likely to be put in prison 
than White men. When it comes to death sentences, 
74% of them are given to Black men.

 So how far have we come? With the still ex-
isting racial discrimination and unjust treatment of 
African Americans, how can we say that much has 
changed?  In reality we have to accept the fact that 
not everything can or will be changed. 
 “When we allow freedom to ring, when we 
let it ring from every village and every hamlet, from 
every state and every city, we will be able to speed up 
that day when all of God’s children, black men and 
white men, Jews and Gentiles, Protestants and Catho-
lics, will be able to join hands and sing in the words of 
the old Negro spiritual, “Free at last! free at last! thank 
God Almighty, we are free at last!”” 
Hopefully this segment of Dr. King’s dream will 
become more than just a dream and people of all color 
and races can truly say they are free.

B
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH
A Look on The Past

I have a dream that one day, little black 
boys and black girls will be able to join 
hands with little white boys and white 

girls as sisters and brothers.
-Dr. Martin Luther King



here has been many a little girl running 
around dressed like a princess, dream-
ing that their life will end up like one 
of the beautiful young women in the 
Disney classics they love so much. I 
know because I was one of these naive 
little girls; I insisted on dressing up 

like Cinderella everyday for a few years. When you’re 
little it’s ok to think that all it’s going to take to be 
happy in life is a magic carpet ride, some sweet little 
talking mice friends, or Prince Charming saving you 
from some evil family member. However, how much 
good is this really doing young girls?
 When you’re in elementary and junior high it 
was all about having a crush on someone. However, 
you would never actually tell the person, you would 
tell you’re friends and have them find out if the other 
person liked you too. It was all about deception. In 
high school it got a little more complicated. Who liked 
who turned into having boyfriends and having your 
mom drop you off at the movies for a “date”. Once 
you get to college the harsh reality smacks you in the 
face like a wrecking ball.
 It becomes painfully clear that the man of your 
dreams is not going to pull up a magic carpet and 
show you a whole new world or search the country 
trying one of the shoes you left at last weeks dorm 
party on every girl he comes across. No, the so-called 
man of your dreams is busy trying to get into as many 
pairs of panties as possible and see how many beers he 
can crush in one minute; how charming. 
 No man is going to come take you away from 
the jail cell sized dorm room you live in and make 
you princess of some far-off magical kingdom. What 
Disney is really teaching young girls is if you do every 
possible for the man you love like sell you voice to 
an evil sea witch or go off and fight in a war with the 
Huns, he will sweep you off your feet and you’ll never 
have to work a day in your life. Which posses another 
question…what does living happily ever after really 
mean?
 Do you just go off live in a castle in blissful 
captivating love with your new husband while leaving 
all of your enchanting talking, house cleaning animal 
friends behind?  Truthfully, those little animals are the 
unsung heroes of these movies. The woodland animals 

in Snow White go and get the dwarves from the mines 
to try and stop the evil witch from giving Snow White 
the apple, the mice make Cinderella a ball gown and 
then get her out of the tower her step mother locked 
her in so she can prove that the glass slipper fits her 
unbelievably small feet, and Abu does everything he 
can to help Aladdin fight off Jafar. Yet these sweet 
little creatures get no credit, these selfish princesses go 
off and live “happily ever after” and leave them in the 
dust.
 The bottom line (no pun intended) is that these 
Disney movies give girls like me false hope about 
what to expect from men in life. The only exception I 
can think of is Kate Middleton and let’s face it, princes 
are a pretty rare find these days. Ladies, don’t just 
sit around waiting for your illusive Prince Charming 
because he’s not coming. Take a cue from Mulan, who 
I don’t think is considered a princess, but she goes off 
to fight in a war and kicks some serious butt. She’s 
strong and independent and ends up saving her true 
loves behind from one of the scariest animated men 
I’ve ever seen. No magic carpets or glass slippers for 
this generation, sorry.

Disney Princess’ Destroy Romance
By: Alex Parker
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Monthly Horoscopes
January: Aquarius January 20 - February 18

This month, people can say and do to you whatever they like. You 
are the embodiment of indulgence and nothing will upset you. 

The alliance of the Pope and the Star make you into someone who 
is forgiving, kind and generous, and thanks to your flexibility you 

adapt yourself easily to all situations and to all kinds of people. 
This makes you a very easy person to be with, though perhaps a 
little passive. At work, you’ll have a pretty peaceful month. You 

can safely hide away for now – and talk more tomorrow...

February: Pisces February 19 - March 19
In affairs of the heart, you’ll feel the need to break with a certain 

aspect of your past this month. Death is urging you to rid yourself 
of certain restraints that are being imposed upon you by a partner 

or friend, or to lower your ambitions concerning an established 
relationship. You’ll be putting the finishing touches to a project 

without knowing what’s coming next, and this is making you feel 
extremely stressed-out. Hang on in there!

March: Aries March 20 - April 20
You ride through the month at top speed, incapable of stopping 

for any obstacle on the path ahead. Thus you’re prone to impulsive 
dealings with others, rash declarations of your feelings and falling 
headfirst for people who may not return your passion… Don’t go 
too fast, or you may spin out of control! Everyone moves forward 
today, and best of all, they move towards a goal you approve of.

April: Taurus April 21 - May 21
Fickleness is the keyword this month: You really don’t know 

whose fiddle to dance to! One moment you’re saying Yes, only 
to change your mind and say No five minutes later … and you’re 
making half-hearted promises to everyone. The Fool and Tem-
perance point to the fact that your primary goal is to keep your 

independence – in love as much as in friendship – without taking 
into account what your loved ones actually want. That’s a game 

that could turn against you. 

May: Gemini May 22 - June 21
In terms of your personal life, you need time alone this month 

You can’t escape the looking-glass: you might not like the reflec-
tion you see, but you need to take a good look in order to under-
stand the faults you must correct and so improve your relation-
ships with the people you love. It is not that you lack good will 
and commitment, but there might be some obstacles that will 

force you to reconsider your working methods or your ways of 
dealing with people. deadlines all the time!

June: Cancer June 22 - July 22
Cultivate the art of diplomacy and kindness towards your loved 

ones this month. To avoid the risk of this happening, you’d be well 
advised to act gentle, understanding and funny. At work, there’s 

an organizational change or strategic adjustment on the cards that 
doesn’t work in your favor. It’s up to you to decide whether you 

want to stay where you are or take your chances elsewhere.

July: Leo: July 23 - August 23
Confusion reigns in your love life. Faced with the storm that 

threatens to engulf you, you’re dreaming of turning on your heels 
and running far away from your familiar surroundings to a place 
where nobody knows you and nobody hassles you. You are only 
too aware of the unimportance of certain people that happen to 
work with you, but manage to bring to bear your common sense 
to keep them from causing too much of a nuisance. Congratula-

tions!

August: Virgo August 24 - September 23
This month you can’t bear the thought of being trapped in a 

stifling emotional situation. You need to come up for air: to spend 
time alone to reflect and take stock of your feelings. The respon-
sibilities of married life seem oppressive and you long to spend a 
few days by yourself, away from your daily routine. But a change 

of scene does nothing to improve your mood. What a grouch! Try 
and hold things together, otherwise you’re likely to finish the day 

feeling completely exhausted!

September: Libra September 24 - October 23
You’re in an uncertain and perhaps somewhat distracted mood 
this month, and can’t understand the extreme coldness of those 
around you. While you want to amuse yourself, to get out and 
about, your loved ones seem rather stern and rigid this month. 
Under the command of the High Priestess, your emotional sur-
roundings are stuck fast: nothing changes or moves forward. It’s 
a shame others can’t take advantage of your dynamic frame of 

mind.

October: Scorpio October 24 - November 22
Cheer up. This month, the Wheel of Fortune and Death will en-
able you to meet some interesting new people, who will quickly 

make you forget your little misfortunes, or even some big disaster 
that you have not so far been able to put completely from your 

mind. But you will see that from this month, your romantic life is 
off to a new start. 

November: Sagittarius November 23 - December 21
This month, you will certainly not be timid when it comes to ro-

mance and affairs of the heart! The Magician and the Empress are 
encouraging you to approach others with charm and spontaneity. 

If you are in a committed relationship, you will be articulating 
your feelings for each other openly. If you are single, this would be 

a good month to relax somewhat and let your defenses down. 

December: Capricorn December 22 - January 19
It looks like a fine month on the emotional plane. The influence of 
the Empress and the Pope is giving you a special talent for listen-
ing, which is drawing those you love towards you, and in particu-

lar the person who makes your heart beat faster. Your relation-
ships are under the sign of happiness and spontaneity this month, 

so make the most of it!

mytarotreadings9horoscopes.blogspot.com
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